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Discussions of influence in literary history are dominated by the work of Harold Bloom. The Anxiety of Influence rightfully holds its place for devising a theoretical model that explains rather than inventories literary indebtedness. Bloom’s aim “to de-idealize” (5) influence is not to deny it, but to undo the actual effect of influence, as he turns the idolization of one poet for another upside down, with strong poets resisting, misreading and swerving away from their precursors. The problem with his approach is not only that he defines influence negatively, but also that he re-idealizes it. His “Six Revisionary Ratios” (14-16) rely on the universal validity and stability of the canon, not on particular historical circumstances, before turning influence into an allegory of the “life-cycle of poet-as-poet” (7). The system works by way of abstracting history into patterns of strong/weak poets, precursors/successors, innovators/epigones, and into alternating periods and movements that follow and counteract each other.
The value of Bloom’s theory, however, lies in its premise, not in its development. By recognizing that textual filiations work dialectically (“the language of influence, of the dialectic that governs the relation between poets” [25]), he places influence at the heart of literary creation: poetry cannot exist without it, “for the poet is condemned to learn his profoundest yearnings through an awareness of other selves” (26). This may sound similar to the notion of intertextuality, a reconfiguration of the traditional notion of influence by which every “text” belongs and refers to a wider web of “texts”. But textual filiations do not simply exist between texts. They also emerge from “elective affinities” between authors (Newlyn, viii).
At any moment in time, therefore, relationships between authors are more diverse and complex than Bloom imagines, with writing and reading as interrelated, responsive activities. Literary history, and definitions of influence and intertextuality, cannot therefore be explained with reference to the canon alone, for the canon is a very narrow, selective way of looking at literary history. What any writer or poet reads is not just the work of his precursors (as Bloom sees it), but an amalgam of writings and texts, literary and non-literary, anything that is grist to his mill. As William St. Clair has recently put it, reading is not confined by contemporaneity, chronology, canon or any such stricture; a history of reading should be based on what “was actually read”, not some “modern selection”, and while it is true that printed works succeed their “immediate predecessors” and “engage intellectually with them”, it is evidently not the case that readers had access to all these published materials, nor that they paid equal attention to what was published recently and what longer ago (3). Similarly, H.J. Jackson points out that readers have always “been capable of a repertoire of reading modes suited to different occasions and different materials” (Marginalia, 66; see also Romantic Readers, 255). The problem with Bloom is that he posits poets as “neither ideal nor common readers” (19); he can only see the “poet-as-poet”, not the biographical, social being who produced the poetry and read the work of other poets. In order to grasp not continuity and tradition, but the “discontinuities” of literary history, a different model is required that understands the actions of writers as readers and of readers as writers in “responsive” terms, whereby writers interact with the work of their peers, contemporaries and precursors within a specific social and historical context.​[1]​ The relevance of analyzing readers’ notes and readers’ annotations in the margins of their books is in this view of particular importance.
Using reading notes and marginalia for reassessing the worth of influence implies that one adopts a “genetic” approach. In spite of being rejected by formalists such as Paul de Man, who dismisses the genetic model as a “rhetorical mystification” (102),​[2]​ the idea that the engendering of texts by other texts happens within a historical framework (that it is, in other words, not only a matter between reader and text but also between author and text) is an idea to which theorists of intertextuality like Linda Hutcheon and even Michel Riffaterre have returned. Hutcheon posits that intertextuality must be historically circumscribed owing to “the recognition of textualized traces of the literary and historical past” (127). Like Riffaterre, she accedes that the intertext must have a presence in the work. But it is Riffaterre who openly accepts the genetic component in intertextuality, when he recognizes that specific lexical elements are transposed and transformed from one text to another. The structure of these lexical elements remains constant, but their effect changes when they are passed from “word to phrase and from phrase to text”, from “simple forms to complex ones” (Riffaterre 42, 44). 
* * * * 
The type of quotation that Riffaterre discusses is at work in James Joyce’s later writing and in the role his notes play in the creative process. To fuel his writing Joyce relied on scores of small notebooks he filled with words and phrases he took from his widespread reading of all sorts of printed materials that would at some point prove useful for his text. One such notebook contains a sentence from Edgar Quinet evoking the theme of immutability that would become structurally crucial to Finnegans Wake. 
Aujourd’hui, comme aux temps de Pline et de Columelle la jacinthe se plaît dans les Gaules, la pervenche en Illyrie, la marguerite sur les ruines de Numance; et, pendant qu’autour d’elles les villes ont changé de maîtres et de nom, que plusieurs sont entrées dans le néant, que les civilisations se sont choquées et brisées, leur paisibles générations ont traversé les âges et se sont succédé jusqu’à nous, fraîches et riantes comme aux jours des batailles. (quoted in Joyce, 126)

As a book obsessed with time and history, its possibilities and impossibilities, the Wake repeats Quinet’s sentence from Introduction à la philosophie de l’histoire de l’humanité (1825) in various guises and permutations. For Joyce Quinet expressed an essential paradox: How come an ever-changing world is governed by a universal principle of stability? His own book, always in a state of extreme flux but guided by a cyclical notion of time, works according to a similar principle of constancy in motion, as it sets up a perpetual return of events and situations. Quinet nicely complemented his use of Vico’s cycles of history. Joyce, however, did not take the sentence directly from Quinet (he may never have read him at all), but from a book by Léon Metchnikoff, La civilisation et les grands fleuves historiques (1889) (see Landuyt and Lernout). The source does not change the importance of the sentence to Joyce’s final work, but it does change—quite significantly—the contextual codes. Not so much the Vichian remit of the sentence is important here, but the rootedness of history in geography, the central thesis of Metchnikoff’s study.
What one can infer from this is that Quinet’s “influence” on Joyce is fundamentally different from any traditional view. Regardless of the accidental nature of the connection, Joyce did not just borrow from Quinet or Metchnikoff, he also discovered in the sentence an important idea that he was already developing in his own writing. The example shows that influence is not teleological and that intertextuality does not exist outside of space and time, but that the reader absorbs the printed material, appropriates and transforms it into new ideas, and into new writing. Insofar as reading is questing, it is not a search for the unknown, but to complement the already familiar and to create a confluence between the author’s own writing project and the reading matter he assimilates into his system.
S.T. Coleridge, another reputable “borrower”, demonstrates too that notetaking was an appropriative occupation: in a letter to Thomas Allsop he wrote that he must “be my own Scribe”; if he would not annotate or take notes, the ideas would “be all but lost” or worse “perhaps (as has been too often the case already) furnish feathers for the Caps of others” (Collected Letters V 27).  John Beer, in an essay on Coleridge’s reading, speaks about the kind of borrowing that Coleridge applies as a “recognisant reading”. The reader recognizes themes and ideas fitting his own, but, as with Joyce, the reading then turns “into an acquisitive one” as the reader claims these ideas for himself. Coleridge even went so far as to misquote, and to admit to misquoting, his sources for the simple reason that his words better expressed the ideas of the author. Even more, he would attribute ideas to an author this person does not quite express but that, according to Coleridge, he should have expressed. Beer sees this as the poet reclaiming for others what he himself “conceives to be the truth”, since Coleridge could not envisage a world in which his favourite writers were not also trying to express what he himself held to be true (Beer, 220-21).
	Despite appearances, such an instance of misreading goes beyond Bloom and the anxiety of influence, precisely because it is not passive, nor simply re/creative, but interactive, and because it manifests itself through textual filiations that exist in material form. Readers writing in books or notebooks are driven by those “inherent complexities of motivation” that drives all writing (Jackson, Marginalia, 99). No matter whether the reading is directed or undirected, whether it is with or without practical aim or purpose, reading notes reveal a structural intention that barely masks an act of self-definition (Marginalia, 88-92). Reading notes, in other words, can contain a search for influence as well as a resistance to influence. Even where a reader disagrees—and argues fiercely— with a writer, he must first interiorize the arguments in front of him before he can reject them. Something, in other words, always rubs off. A book not worth arguing with is a worthless book.
* * * *
Something of this intensity of reading and notetaking, we find in John Thelwall’s annotations in his copy of Coleridge’s Biographia Literaria.​[3]​ Thelwall’s marginalia register his admiration for the work and intellect of Coleridge, but also him ambivalence towards his former friend. Peculiarly, he renunciates Coleridge’s Jacobin past, but is silent about his own radicalism; almost sounding like Burke, he asks of a passage in the Biographia where Coleridge appeals to his friends to “bear witness for me how opposite even then my principles were to those of Jacobinism”: “Does he forget the letters he wrote me (& which I believe I yet have) acknowleging [sic] the justice of my castigation of him for the violence, [and] sanguinary tendency of some of his doctrines seems infused with” (175). The annotation unveils an anxiety of influence of a particular kind: deflecting the impression of guilt by association, Thelwall distances himself from the influence of the Jacobin sphere. His private note actually expresses a public anxiety.​[4]​
In setting the record straight, as annotators tend to do, Thelwall is also concerned with Coleridge’s influences when he responds to the famous passage in the Biographia where Coleridge distinguishes between phantasia and imagination. Coleridge uses the occasion to reflect on how language users tend to attribute different meanings to what were originally synonymous terms, an evolution he likens to evolution in the animal kingdom in that it is a natural but inevitable process of corruption in the formation of words, whereby one word can retain its general meaning, while its synonym assumes a particular meaning. Thelwall first responds positively in the margin to Coleridge’s comparison: “This illustration is particularly happy — & original” (87). But then adopts a more critical tone: 

It is curious to observe how freely persons of certain cast of mind will borrow from those they affect to despise. What reader acquainted with the Diversions of Purley will [not] fail to discover that the fountain of all this reasoning is in that book — which indeed has given a new impulse to the grammatical speculations of mankind. Yet Coleridge in his conversations affects an utter contempt for Tooke & his grammatical philosophy, & scrupled not to apply to him in some discussions we had upon these subjects, with all the bitterness of rooted scorn, the epithet of charlatan. (I, 87)

Thelwall, who was at this juncture in time a lecturer in elocution, has a personal as well as a professional interest in the subject that Coleridge is broaching. John Horne Tooke, a self-professed disciple of Locke and another one of Thelwall’s Jacobin acquaintances, modified Locke’s conclusions about the relationship between words and ideas. In The Diversion of Purley (1786-1805), Tooke further limited the metaphysical connections between words and thoughts, arguing that Locke’s “operations of mind” were no more than “operations of language” and that the abstraction, generalization, relation etc. of ideas were a concern of language, not of thought. No such thing exists, Tooke, believed, as an abstract Idea.
His philosophy of language was based on Locke’s two principles that language is used to communicate thoughts and that it is imperative to communicate these thoughts quickly, so as to make the speed of discourse equal to the speed of thought. Thus for Tooke, language expresses thought in two ways: (1) nouns, and also verbs, function as the immediate signs of things; these are the substantives of language that derive directly from the impressions on the mind through the senses; (2) everything else, such as participles, conjunctions, pronouns, do not immediately derive from the senses, but from other words, i.e., from nouns and verbs. As derivations, or abbreviations as he called them, the particles of speech function as shortcuts, allowing a quickening in the expression of thought. Abbreviations, however, only come about through a process of corruption, by moving away from original signs and things, and therefore they could not have any substantive meaning of their own. Abstract words, although nouns grammatically, also belong to this category, because they too are particles without substance, since one cannot arrive at their meaning through the senses, but only through derivation from other words. Because of this Tooke gave them a pragmatic, if not ideological, function, when he claimed that abstract words are “poetically embodied, and substantiated by those who use them” (Tooke, 314; see also Aarsleff, 44-72). 
Etymology, for Tooke, but also for Coleridge, serves to recover words or the meaning of words that had over time disappeared in order to demonstrate the corruption and shift in meaning that had taken place. It was this principle of “subaudition” that Coleridge also used to explain the divergences in meaning between “fancy” and “imagination”, but Thelwall takes him to task for criticizing Tooke’s work while adopting an identical idea. His annotations indicate the extent of his own philosophical allegiances, using the passage in the Biographia to register his appreciation for Tooke. But his note is also a comment about Coleridge’s allegiances, whose dilettante efforts in the area of language and philosophy he appreciates in general, but derides in particular; after all, Thelwall must have known that Coleridge’s lifelong interest in etymology was very likely fuelled by his reading of Tooke’s work in the 1790s, but that he later disagreed with him (Jackson, “Etymology”, 81). In the Table Talk, Coleridge disparaged Tooke for his approach to language, accusing him of having “a base and unpoetical mind to convert so beautiful, so divine a subject as language, into the vehicle or make weight of political squibs” (I 118). The subtext of Thelwall’s marginal note, therefore, is a comment about appropriation and ownership (Jackson, Romantic Readers, 285-6), with Coleridge once again appropriate ideas for his own purposes, but it is also about writers borrowing from authors with whom they are in disagreement. Influence works through acceptance, but also through rejection; when the reader argues with the text in front of him, he strengthens his own position and becomes a “rival of the author” (Jackson, Marginalia, 90). 

* * * *
This readerly vindication does not quite work like Bloom’s misprision, for whom (quoting Goethe approvingly) anything that cannot be assimilated must be rendered innocuous through the use of poet energy and will (52); though it is a form of self-assertion, readers “talk[ing] back to their books” (Jackson, Romantic Readers, 247; Marginalia, 85). But marginal annotations do not only follow from readers’ urges to rectify stated truths, but also from the desire to improve the books they are reading—which embraces the whole gamut from adding factual information and correcting errors to Coleridge’s creative attributions, identifying ideas authors should have expressed. Poets-as-readers, however, may go further and engage in recreating the poetry. Coleridge’s Marginalia contain many instances where he is “improving” the verse of other poets. With “minor” poets, like his corrections to John Anster’s Poems (1819), the impulse to rewrite is a form of literary criticism. Coleridge’s modifications in “The Times” identify weak spots in Anster’s work, but his corrections also sound much more Coleridgean, for instance, when the rather vague “Ethereal impulse” is changed to the more romantic “Empyreal impulse” or when Aster’s line “What hour more fitting for her visitations” is inverted to “And for such visiting what hour more fit” (Marginalia I 101-102).​[5]​ The changes, however, are not aggressive and suggest a certain like-mindedness, if not a collaborative intent, regardless of whether Anster actually saw Coleridge’s emendations or not.​[6]​
Although the urge to revise remains constant, the relationship changes when the poet modifies a “major” poet. In a copy of Anderson’s British Poets, Coleridge starts rejigging Spenser’s Epithalamion.​[7]​ Initially, the changes are modest enough, refashioning an odd line or two. Where Spenser has: 
Pour not the wine without restraint or stay,
Pour not by cups, but by the belly-full:
Pour out to all that wull (ll.250-3)

Coleridge removes the repetition of “Pour” and the awkward rhyme “belly-full/wull”, and changes the lines to: “Brim the deep bowls, the ample Goblets fill! | Fill out to all, that will:” (Marginalia I 77). In addition, he introduces a new and rather interesting rhythm, an improvement, but also a modernization of Spenser. This is a modest change in comparison to what happens further down when he crosses out entire sections of superfluous verse and merges the parts into smaller, condensed units:
But only let my Voice mid our caressings
Sometimes sound forth the Blessings,
The thanks, which I from year to year shall sing,
While them my Heart shall answer & their echo ring (Collected Marginalia I 78)

Again, the revisions eradicate some of Spenser’s stilted verse and unfortunate images. Except for the final words “echo ring”, Spenser has been completely done away with; in his stead, appear four lines that sound markedly Coleridgean, perhaps not in rhythm, but definitely in diction, that seem to echo, although with a different mood, his own lines from the poem “To William Wordsworth”: “By Pity or Grief, already felt too long! | Nor let my words import more blame than needs. | […] for Peace is nigh | Where Wisdom's voice has found a listening heart” (Poetical Works 818). 
Such changes may be presumed meddlesome. (We only need to think of the scorn heaped on Shakespeare’s early editors when they tried to remedy the imperfections in the bard’s poetry through creative editing.) One can object to these kinds of interventions as violating the sanctity of the written word, yet from the point of view of reception history, these changes are immensely interesting. One must admire the audacity of the successor who tries to improve the work of the classic, not because Bloom’s misprision is worked out on a conscious level, but because admiration goes so far as to necessitate rewriting. In Coleridge’s case, the studious interest he displayed in versification—present in his own work as well as in the attention he paid to others—was intended to “a more exact adaptation of the movement [of the verse] to the feeling, and in a finer selection of words with reference to their local fitness for sense and sound” (Table Talk I 564). With this frame of mind, he tried to “help” Spenser, a poet he otherwise admired for the “indescribable sweetness of his verse” and the “scientific construction of his metre” (Table Talk II 60); Spenser’s Epithalamion he called “truly sublime” (it may have left its mark on his own Letter to Sara Hutchinson [Newlyn, 73-74]), and yet he remarked that Spenser’s “attention to metre is sometimes as extremely minute as to be painful even to my ear, and you know how highly I prize good versification” (Table Talk I 72-73, see also Notebooks III 4501). If nothing else, this type of marginal notation goes right to the heart of the question of textual filiations and puts the anxiety of influence into sharp relief.
* * * *
In contrast to film or the dramatic arts, the idea that two minds can achieve more than one has almost no place in literary aesthetics.​[8]​ The individualist aesthetic of Romanticism has made influence a difficult and problematic issue. One poet revising the work of another—not in Bloom’s terms, but more specifically in genetic terms—reveals the collaborative nature of influence. Assimilation or confluence may be more a appropriate name to signify the interactiveness of the kind of influence I am describing; it is a form of influence that results from appropriation in a way that produces material traces in between the act of reading and the act of writing.​[9]​
One of the more curious, but lesser known literary friendships from the early twentieth century, that between the English poet and engraver T. Sturge Moore and the Irish poet W.B. Yeats, a friendship that spanned the better part of forty years, further illustrates this point of reading as revising. Sturge Moore is best remembered for his striking cover designs all of Yeats’s major collections, such as The Wild Swans at Coole (1919), The Tower (1928), The Winding Stair (1933) and a few more. These designs, rigorous in their execution and stunning in their beauty, capture the essence of Yeats’s symbolism, and they show Sturge Moore’s sensitivity and susceptibility to Yeats’s poetic creations. Sturge Moore’s impact on the way Yeats wanted his work to be read was tremendous, and without doubt Sturge Moore had an influence on Yeats in other areas as well. Yeats’s admittance that he borrowed from Sturge Moore’s “Dying Swan” for “The Tower” elicited a rather curt response from his friend, who wrote in the margin of his copy of The Collected Poems (1933): “Yeats had come nearer to my words in The Kings Threshold p113 in this edition ^1931^ / and again some / whereelse [sic]. but this / third passage ^p223^ contains far less fewer stolen words so he made his confession  over this” (447).​[10]​ 
Sturge Moore, however, in the private space of the margins, could not resist the urge to revise. Quite regularly, we see him working on a line or two, trying out different versions to remedy what he perceives as flaws in Yeats’s verse. In one particular case, “Peace” from The Green Helmet and Other Poems (1912), his revisions went quite far, as he took the poem apart and reconstituted it completely. Besides changing the modal verbs in the first two lines from “could” to “should”, altering Yeats’s emphasis on the possible to a moral injunction of sorts, Sturge Moore revised the central lines of the poem and spliced them together to form a uniform image:
	‘Could she but live less in storm
	Would not painters paint her form
	Mould that delicate high head
	His> Its sterness and <his> its charm, I said—
Till they changed us to like strength!’ (17)
He replaced Yeats’s central image, expressive of a higher, spiritual being and emotion, with something rather more simple and decorative that is suggestive of a painter striving to capture the inner personality of the sitter. The result is probably closer to Baudelaire than to Yeats, even after Sturge Moore had decided to remain close to Yeats: underneath the revision, only partly legible, one can just make out an earlier attempt to rewrite the poem in a way that radically differs from the original. 
Four years later Sturge Moore read the poem again in Responsibilities (1916), and again expressed his objections. Declaring the opening “ambiguous”, he once more altered the modals (96). This time he also dismissed other poems in the volume as “incomprehensible” (3), “laboured and not clear (7), “too compressed, cant [sic] be understood only guessed at” (61) and “obscure” (79). This was more than a criticism of style or versification, although there is some of this too, but rather a revelation that he was perturbed and baffled by Yeats’s probings into a new imagery and language expressive of the aesthetics of spiritus mundi. Sturge Moore, in his own way, reclaimed Yeats for a more conventional tradition of modern English poetry rather than the Anglo-Irish tradition Yeats was creating for himself.
* * *
It is worth noting that when Yeats himself later revised “Peace”, he changed the middle lines to “All that sternness amid charm, | All that sweetness amid strength?” (Variorum 259), seemingly creating a version that follows Sturge Moore's. Yeats, too, removed the spiritual transformation the speaker undergoes or hopes for when unrequited love is finally reciprocated, though it is not at all certain if he did this under impulse of his friend. If it had been, it would be the result, not of an anxiety, but an anxiousness to influence. The desire to be read and to have an effect lies very much at the heart of marginalia (Jackson, Marginalia, 96). 
Bloom does not have it right when he says that “poets, by the time they have grown strong, do not read the poetry of X, for really strong poets can read only themselves” (19). Coleridge (a strong poet) and Sturge Moore (a weak poet) both read themselves and others. It is their affinity with the other poet that makes them tick. The kind of rewriting that Coleridge and Sturge Moore undertook is reminiscent of another type of interference: that of Ezra Pound with T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land and W.B. Yeats’s ‘The Two Kings’. For a long time, I believe, critics got it wrong when they say that Pound turned The Waste Land into a better, more radically modernist poem and that he meddled with Yeats who resisted his influence and rejected his changes. In either case, the manuscripts tell a different story in that Pound’s changed the poems but did not alter their essence. Whereas Coleridge revising Spenser and Sturge Moore rewriting Yeats were free to introduce far-reaching revisions, Pound was working with the poets, but even when Coleridge and Sturge Moore were altering the poets after their own image, they still did not produce verse that was their own. Sturge Moore, in particular, did not intend to create himself out of others. He believed that rewriting was a necessity to keep poetry alive, likening it to the classical tradition of orality in which Poetry was common property, not the possession of an individual. Each poet reading the work of the other must respond by refashioning the poem and thereby contribute to poetical life (see Van Mierlo, 160-62). In much the same vein, though with a different ethos, Pound did not turn Eliot and Yeats into himself; rather he improved their poems through transposing himself into their mind in a manner that can best be described as literary confluence. 
* * *
It is therefore well worth thinking about the consequences of this interaction between writers and their reading, not only in the way of the principles governing marginalia, so eloquently described by Heather Jackson, but also in the precise ways that readers’ notes and annotations contribute to our understanding of textual filiations. Influence is first and foremost a material process that is likely to be traceable through the archive. 
Bloom reminds us that “influence cannot be willed” (11). This is true only insofar as we see influence as a psychological process. However, influence is never wholly unselfconscious. For Bloom the anxiety of influence prompts the poetic to a revision of his poetic self, to distance himself from the other. But Jackson’s idea that readers “defer—mentally, willingly—to the books they are reading” is an important one (Romantic Readers, 298). In my view influence (or confluence as this deferral may be called) rather suits the self, through appropriation, or the other, through collaboration. Influence belongs both to the writer creating himself, even when he is not creating a new work, or helping to create another.  Even then poetic influence may be riddled with anxieties, but there can also be anxiousness: the poet who reads is a poet expecting to be influenced, as he will encounter themes, models, patterns, ideas that can be appropriated for his own poetic framework. He may even go so far as rewriting (literally, not figuratively as Bloom contends) the other writer. What we see when we look at reading notes and marginalia is the busy interaction between poets on a material level—between strong and strong poets (like Coleridge and Spenser) as well as between weak and strong poets (like Sturge Moore and Yeats). This confluence—the signs of acquisition and assimilation—of one author’s running commentary on the work of a colleague in the privacy of the margins or the seclusion of a notebook is not only an absolutely fascinating process to follow and unravel, it also tells us a great deal more that is of interest to understanding the relationship between two writers than other models.
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^1	  That marginalia are a “responsive kind of writing” is an idea invoked by Heather Jackson in Marginalia (81).
^2	  In his review of the Anxiety of Influence, De Man accuses Bloom of “founding literature in a literal, genetic priority” that makes him “the prisoner of a linear scheme that engenders a highly familiar set of historical fallacies” (273).
^3	  S.T. Coleridge, Biographia Literaria, 2 vols. (London: Rest Fenner, 1917), Fales Library, New York University. See also Pollin and Burke for transcription and Jackson, Romantic Readers, 282-96.
^4	  Thelwall eventually used some of his notes in his journalism (Jackson, Romantic Readers, 284).
^5	  John Anster, Poems, With some translations from the German (Edinburgh: W. Blackwood, 1819) at the Henry E. Huntington Library.
^6	  Just as in the modernist period, writing, reading and the circulation of texts in manuscript resulted in poets working together on their poetry; writing was not always “a solitary practice but work undertaken in the light of readers’ responses” that were “sometimes recorded directly in the manuscripts” (Cox, 77).  Jackson also repeatedly emphasizes the communal and public aspect of marginalia as annotated copies were circulated among friends (e.g., Marginalia, 95-97).
^7	  The Works of the British Poets, With prefaces, biographical and critical, by Robert Anderson, 13 vols. (Edinburgh and London, 1794-5); Copy C, Dove Cottage Library, II: 517.
^8	  For this reason, joint authorship is a particularly intriguing issue that has not yet been properly considered by literary historians. 
^9	  In genetic criticism, this is called exogenetics, referring to the stage in which the writer devotes his energy to research as he garners information from printed sources for incorporation into the writing (De Biasi, 42-43).
^10	  All Sturge Moore’s annotated copies cited here are in the Senate House Library, University of London. 
